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Airborne Prism Experiment Calibration
Information System

Andreas Hueni, Member, IEEE, Karim Lenhard, Andreas Baumgartner,

and Michael E. Schaepman, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— The calibration of remote sensing instruments is a
crucial step in the generation of products tied to international
reference standards. Calibrating imaging spectrometers is par-
ticularly demanding due to the high number of spatiospectral
pixels and, consequently, the large amount of data acquired
during calibration sequences. Storage of these data and associated
meta-data in an organized manner, as well as the provision
of efficient tools for the data analysis and fast and repeatable
calibration coefficient generation with provenance information,
is key to the provision of traceable measurements. The airborne
prism experiment (APEX) calibration information system is
a multilayered information technology solution comprising a
database based on the entity–attribute–value (EAV) paradigm
and software written in Java and MATLAB, providing data access,
visualization and processing, and handling the data volumes
over the expected lifetime of the system. Although developed
in the context of APEX, the system is rather generic and may
be adapted to other pushbroom-based imagers with little effort.

Index Terms— Imaging spectroscopy, relational database, sen-
sor calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

REMOTE sensing technologies have the potential of

acquiring data with a spatial coverage, temporal resolu-

tion, and continuity, which allow the parameterization of earth

system science models at regional and global scales. Such

remotely sensed data are referred to as fundamental climate

data records (FCDRs). These basic data are subsequently trans-

formed into end-user products describing essential climate

variables (ECVs) by data assimilation [1]. Of the 44 ECVs

identified in the Global Climate Observing System Second

Adequacy Report [2], a total of 25 are largely dependent

on satellite observations, effectively rendering remote sensing

instruments one of the most important means of data collection

for earth system sciences.

Of the multitude of available sensor systems, the fam-

ily of imaging spectrometers exhibits a high potential for

the retrieval of ECVs from all spheres of the climate sys-

tem [3], [4]. While some spaceborne imaging spectrometers

do exist [5], [6] or are planned, [4], [7]–[9], most instru-
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Fig. 1. DIKW applied to remote sensing system calibration and product
generation.

ments [10]–[13] are currently deployed on airborne plat-

forms [3].

The calibration of imaging spectroradiometers and their

data is technically demanding due to the high number of

spatial/spectral pixels, and also hampered by the notion that

spectroradiometer measurements are still considered as one

of the least reliable of all physical measurements [14], [15].

Calibration is an essential and critical step before higher prod-

uct generation can be achieved with the accuracies required for

the successful parameterization of climate models in order to

reduce the uncertainties of predictions [16].

Imaging spectrometers generally measure at-sensor radi-

ances by reference to Internation System of Units (SI) through

either laboratory or vicarious calibration. System calibration

allows defining the traceability of measurements to the SI

standard and hence enables the comparison of data stemming

from different sensor systems. Such traceable calibration forms

the basis for the generation of consistent geophysical and

biophysical products [17].

These dependencies may be conceptualized using an

adapted data–information–knowledge–wisdom (DIKW) [18],

[19] representation (Fig. 1). DIKW is a model describing the

building of knowledge from information based on facts or data

and hence has found use in multidisciplinary research, rang-

ing from philosophy to systems analysis [20], [21]. Various

flavours of the DIKW do exist [22], and for the purpose of

this research, we add the notion of signals [23] while omitting

the rather elusive tier of wisdom [24].

0196-2892/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE
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The lowest tier is formed by the physical standards,

i.e., SI units, as provided by national metrology institutes.

Here, instrumentation used in calibration laboratories may be

calibrated and thus made traceable; these are the secondary

standards, equivalent to tier 2. This second tier produces

optical stimuli leading to calibration sensor responses and

information derived thereof. These data and information con-

stitute the third tier and are held by a component we refer

to as the calibration information system (CAL IS). Calibrated

flight data (tier 4) are based on calibration information and are

generated by processing and archiving facilities (PAFs) [25].

Products are the output of higher level algorithms and form

the top of the pyramid, being equivalent to knowledge as it

adds actionability to information [22].

We define a CAL IS as a system layer that stores raw

sensor calibration and characterization data and generates

information describing the instrument’s electrooptical chain

that converts signals from a continuous electromagnetic space

into digital numbers within a discrete space. The CAL IS

produces calibration coefficients used by the PAF to calibrate

flight data and by this establishes the traceability link between

airborne data and physical standards. The CAL IS holds

information that leads to an enhanced understanding of the

sensor properties and characteristics and as such supports the

calibration scientists in developing their system knowledge.

This paper defines the data sources generating raw calibra-

tion and characterization data, lists the requirements for a CAL

IS, and documents the chosen implementation. The system

is targeted at the airborne prism experiment (APEX) system,

but the general concept essentially applies to any frame based

imaging system.

II. DATA SOURCES

A. APEX

The European Agency’s (ESA) airborne imaging spec-

trometer APEX was developed under the PROgramme de

Développement d’EXpériences scientifiques (PRODEX) pro-

gram by a Swiss–Belgian consortium with the concept phase

starting in 1998 and leading to a first test flight in 2008.

APEX was formally accepted by ESA at the end of 2010

and entered the exploitation phase in 2011. It features up

to 532 spectral bands in full spectral mode, ranging from

375 to 2500 nm. Spectral programmability of the VNIR

sensor enables achieving higher signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)

by reducing the number of bands in a binned configuration.

Data are acquired in 1000 pixels across track with a field

of view (FOV) of 28°, resulting in ground pixel sizes of

1.5–2.5 m at typical flight levels of 3000–5000 m above

ground.

The main components of the APEX system are: 1) an optical

subunit (OSU) containing the optoelectronics; 2) a control

and storage unit (CSU) comprising the instrument control

computer, solid state devices for the storage of the data stream,

and a positioning system; and 3) a temperature control unit

(TCU) responsible for the regulation of the OSU optical base

plate temperature to a stabilized 20 °C.

Fig. 2. Average data volumes acquired during CHB missions per calibration
experiment [GB].

TABLE I

NUMBER OF META-PARAMETERS PER FRAME FOR THE

MOST COMMON CALIBRATION EXPERIMENTS

Experiment Meta-Parameters Per Frame

Absolute radiometric calibration 157

Relative radiometric calibration (flat fielding) 158

Spectral calibration 217

Across-track geometric calibration 204

Along-track geometric calibration 204

Image data are stored frame-wise, where a frame consists

of a combined readout of VNIR and SWIR detectors. The

storage size per frame depends on the chosen binning pattern.

Frames in the default binning mode amount to storage sizes

of 0.62 MB and to 1.1 MB in the unbinned mode. Meta-data

per frame contain information on instrument settings (e.g.,

integration time) and readings of various auxiliary sensors

(pressure, temperature, and voltages) mounted in the OSU.

A total of 88 meta-parameters are recorded for each frame by

the CSU.

B. APEX Calibration

APEX calibration refers to the calibration and characteriza-

tion of APEX in the calibration home base (CHB) with the

goal of collecting data allowing the radiometric, geometric,

and spectral calibration of the instrument [11]. These data

essentially form the base for the estimation of calibration

coefficients that are applied to imaging data during data

calibration. Standard system calibration runs generate around

13 GB of data, while special experiments on average double

the standard data volume (Fig. 2). CHB calibration missions

take place once to twice a year, resulting in a total raw data size

of around 300 GB accumulated since 2007. Data are stored

on the file system of the CSU in automatically generated

hierarchical folder structures with a naming convention for

both folders and files.
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Calibration settings are sent to the CHB equipment and

these parameters are also added to the meta-data file associated

with each frame. The total number of meta-parameters per

frame generated during calibration depends on the calibration

experiment, comprising APEX system parameters and CHB

settings as provided by the CHB interface (Table I).

C. Calibration Home Base

The CHB was commissioned by ESA for the calibration of

APEX [26]. However, the laboratory can also be used for other

sensors since imaging spectrometers used in optical remote

sensing often display similar properties. The CHB provides

defined light sources in the typical wavelength range of these

instruments: integrating spheres for the radiometric calibration,

and a monochromator assembly and a slit-collimator assembly

in combination with a rotating mirror on a translation stage

to generate optical stimuli for the spectral and geometric

calibration, respectively.

Since the spectral and geometric calibration procedures can

consist of several hundreds or thousands of short measure-

ments with different settings of the involved light source, the

CHB was set up with automation kept in mind. The software

controlling the calibration procedures was designed based on

the master/slave pattern. The slave controls the CHBs devices

and light sources, while the master runs calibration procedures

by requesting CHB settings from the slave and managing

the data acquisition of APEX. Generally speaking, the master

provides an interface to define measurement sequences, with

specific routines being written for each specific calibration

experiment.

The communication between master and slave follows a

synchronous client/server model, in which the slave takes the

role of the server and receives requests by the master [27].

Each request for CHB settings generates exactly one reply,

which indicates that the CHB has assumed the requested

state and is ready for measurements. This reply contains all

the meta-data generated by the CHB. These meta-data stem

from the laboratory devices, e.g., specifying the wavelength to

which the monochromator is set, and from an environmental

sensor that supplies room temperature, atmospheric pressure,

and humidity.

The communication between master and slave takes place

over a TCP/IP connection, allowing operating master and

slave on separate computers. The data are exchanged in the

form of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) files, which are

human-readable and well suited for the small amount of data

exchanged, which is on the order of 1 kB per request/reply. An

additional advantage of using XML files is that their content

can be checked for consistency against an XML schema def-

inition (XSD) file. This includes checks for the completeness

of the parameters, their data type, and their valid ranges.

III. REQUIREMENTS

APEX CAL IS requirements are mainly based on the goals

of generating system calibration information and enhancing

the knowledge about the system in general, as well as on the

expected data volumes over the nominal lifetime of the system.

Fig. 3. Estimated RAW data volumes for two scenarios over the expected
system lifetime.

A. Data Volumes

The CAL IS must be able to handle the estimated total

data volume over the expected lifetime of the system. The

data volume includes calibration data acquired during the

operational stage, currently set at 10 years, plus data acquired

during the system acceptance test phase. Raw data volumes

range between 290 and 410 GB under two different scenarios

(Fig. 3): 1) per-annum volumes remain identical to the current

average, i.e., special experiments constitute half of the volume

and 2) special experiment volumes diminish exponentially over

time, leading to per-annum volumes mainly governed by the

standard data calibration runs.

These estimated volumes will roughly double when data are

processed to level-1 in the CAL IS, i.e., leading to total sizes

in the order of 0.6–0.8 TB.

B. Generic Frame Support

The number of spectral pixels of an APEX frame depends

on the binning patterns applied to the VNIR detector. The

CAL IS must be able to seamlessly handle frames of differing

binning patterns, including the frame-size-independent stor-

age and the generation of calibration coefficients for various

binning patterns.

C. Flexible Meta-Parameters

A flexible handling of the number of meta-parameters per

frames is required because: 1) the number of meta-parameters

is dependent on the particular calibration experiment; 2) the

CAL IS can add new meta-parameters generated from both

meta-data and frame data during the forming of information;

and 3) upgrades in the CHB may lead to different or additional

meta-parameters over time.

D. Data Ingestion, Data Structuring, and Quality Control

Data ingestion must be an automated process, retrieving

frame and meta-data from the files generated during calibra-

tion. Near-real-time data control during calibration missions

requires loading data into the CAL IS at various points in

time, i.e., allowing data ingestion with a delta data loading

capability.
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The data hierarchy generated during the calibration cam-

paign on the CSU reflects the experimental structure and

provides an easy way for the users to interactively navigate

through the wealth of calibration data. The CAL IS must retain

such structures and replicate them within the database.

Automated generation of quality flags is important for two

reasons: 1) detection of problems in near-real time during

calibration runs and 2) exclusion of unsuitable data from

calibration coefficient generation processes. Examples include

saturation detection or thresholds for system temperatures and

pressures.

E. Support for Processing Levels

The concept of processing levels is identical to the one

commonly implemented in airborne and space-based instru-

ment PAFs. The levels reflect various stages of processing

in the system and allow the efficient generation of higher

level products without a complete reprocessing starting from

raw sensor data. Storage of several processing levels allows

the easy study of effects caused by transforming processes,

helping the debugging of according algorithms. Table II lists

the required processing levels of the APEX CAL IS.

F. Interactive Data Exploration

Developing a sound knowledge about the sensor system and

controlling the generation of calibration coefficients require the

ability to graphically explore data in an interactive fashion.

The dimensions to be explored are: 1) the spatiospectral pixel

values of a frame 2) the time domain as the system response

changes due to modification of or noises in the external stimuli

or due to system-inherent drifts or noises 3) the meta-data

space [28] and 4) combined meta-data–spatiospectral domains

where the spectral response at any pixel may be mapped versus

parameters of the meta-data space.

G. Provenance

Provenance describes the origin and evolution of data [29].

This information is important for the APEX CAL IS, as it

allows tracing effects found at any processing stage to its

original cause. Provenance data forms a graph consisting of

data sources, data sinks, and processes. Such a topology is

also highly useful when the definition of uncertainty budgets is

required, as all the contributing sources of noise are essentially

given by the provenance graph.

An example is the level-0 to level-1 processing, i.e., the dark

current correction: each level-1 frame must have an associated

creating process description and links to both level-0 frame

and dark current frame used for the correction.

IV. CONCEPTS

A. Overall Architecture

The APEX CAL IS is designed as a multilayered system

(Fig. 4). A relational database management system (RDBMS)

serves as storage solution, implemented by a MySQL server

(Version 5.5). Data are stored in physical database tables

within the RDBMS, using a mixture of traditional relational

Fig. 4. APEX CAL IS layers.

Fig. 5. APEX CAL IS system architecture and dataflow.

database model and of a meta-system architecture known as

the EAV paradigm [30]. The EAV meta-layer is the representa-

tion of the meta-data known to the APEX CAL IS by accord-

ing entries in physical database tables. The database connec-

tion and representation layer is written in Java and handles

all communications with the database, offering functionality

for data insert, querying, and deletion, essentially mapping

the EAV information to an object-oriented representation and

representing frame data as matrices. The application layer

holds routines for the analysis and processing of data, includ-

ing the graphical representation. This layer is implemented

in MATLAB (Release 2010a) using Java components for the

communication with the database and for some graphical data

representations.

Fig. 5 illustrates the dataflow and the overall system archi-

tecture. Frame and meta-data files are transferred from the

APEX CSU to a workstation by FTP. A pure Java-based

application is used to ingest these files into the APEX CAL

IS database, which is hosted by a database server. Higher

level processing, visualization, and analysis are carried out

in a MATLAB environment, relying on Java components for

database communication, i.e., on lower level data services as

implemented in the EAV database connection and representa-

tion layer. The illustrated setup reflects the most common one,

but installations where a laptop takes the role of a database

server and processing computer at the same time are also

feasible, e.g., within the CHB where a direct feed into a remote

database server may not be as performant as a locally hosted

database instance. The centrally hosted database allows the

simultaneous data access by several researchers.
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TABLE II

APEX CAL IS PROCESSING LEVELS

Designator Name Description

Level-0 RAW Raw frame data as generated by APEX

Level-1 DC Corrected Frame data corrected for the dark current, taken from the closest dark-
current frame in the acquisition time line

Level-2 Desmeared Frame data corrected for image smear caused by the readout mechanism
(applies only to the VNIR part of the frame)

Level-3 Intermediate system coefficients Coefficients describing the electrooptical chain, but not yet integrated
for all spatiospectral pixels, e.g., gains/offsets for the nadir pixels

Level-4 System calibration layers Coefficients for each spatiospectral pixel, i.e., a matrix of the same
dimension as the imaging frame and directly applicable in the data
calibration process within the APEX PAF

Fig. 6. Entity relationship diagram of the APEX CAL IS schema.

B. Database Schema

The APEX CAL IS schema (Fig. 6) implements the EAV

paradigm, but uses some traditional relational modeling as

well, as suggested in [31]. The frame table represents the

primary data, i.e., the entities. Most of the entries in this

table are APEX frames, but as data are stored as binary

large objects, data of other dimensionality may be stored

as well. Frame data are serialized objects of matrix classes

belonging to the UJMP package [32], and as such may assume

dimensionalities between 1 and 3, referring to single spectra,

2-D frames, and imaging cubes, respectively.

Frames can be associated with multiple meta-parameters,

which in turn may be referenced by multiple frames. This

is achieved by a cross-relational table (frame_x_value) and

a value table holding the actual values. A tuple within the

value table may assume the data types of integer, floating

point, string, binary object, or date/time, storing them in the

applicable fields, i.e., adopting one possible representation

of the values within an EAV schema [31]. Value tuples can

refer to other value tuples by the way of the value_x_value

cross-relational table. This is heavily used in the modeling

of hierarchical folder structures in the system, while the

representation of these relations is part of the system software.

Value tuples refer to both attribute and unit table entries.

The APEX CAL IS handles attributes and units in a flexible

way, allowing for values of a certain attribute to have differing

units. To support the use of the EAV-related Java classes in

other projects where a more strict approach is needed, namely

the SPECCHIO spectral database project [33], the option to

define standard units and default storage fields was added to

the attribute table.

Provenance is modeled by a provenance table, representing

instances of transformations. A transformation comprises a

processing module of a certain version, stored in the process

table, and a number of input and output frames, cross-linked

via the provenance_x_frame table and the input/output node

type given by entries in the node_type table.

Data integrity is ensured by foreign keys and the corre-

sponding constraints in the database schema.

C. Data Insert

Data insert deals with the ingestion of data stored on the

file system and with the insert of processing output.
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Data loading from the file system uses concepts developed

in the SPECCHIO project [33]. It is based on the assumption

that data are organized by campaign on the file system, each

campaign folder forming the top of a hierarchical file/folder

structure. Data are ingested into the database campaign by

loader processes that parse the campaign folder structure,

replicate the hierarchy in the database, and insert all spectral

files. Data loaders are aware of the existing content of the

database and thus will only insert new data found during the

parsing. This functionality allows the continuous update of a

campaign while data are being collected in the CHB and is

referred to as the “delta loading capability.”

Meta-data are highly redundant between frames, especially

within the same calibration experiments, and a redundancy

minimization is required to reduce the number of inserted

meta-data parameters per frame and improve the query respon-

siveness of the system. This is accomplished by retaining a

dynamic list of already inserted meta-parameters in the loader

processes. In case a meta-parameter matches an existing entry

in the list, only a reference is inserted into the frame_x_value

table.

Meta-data inserts are carried out as bulk inserts, i.e., all

rows that are inserted for a frame into the values table and

frame_x_values table, respectively, are combined into one SQL

statement, thus minimizing the database statement overhead

and leading to an optimized loading speed.

Attributes and units defined in the EAV meta-layer are

automatically updated when new entities are encountered

during insert procedures, i.e., the EAV layer is built on the fly

while files are ingested or higher level processing generates

new attributes.

Frames generated by processing existing frames in the

database, e.g., dark current correction, are inserted into the

database by adding a new row in the frames table and linking

with existing meta-data of the input frames, thus avoiding data

redundancy. Meta-parameters not applying to the higher level

frames are removed or updated, thus either omitting a link

between new frames and original meta-parameters, or adding

new meta-parameters with updated values.

D. Data Retrieval

Generally speaking, all data retrieval is based on meta-

data subspace projections, i.e., frames are selected by defining

meta-parameter restrictions and the frames complying with

these are contained within a subspace [28]. In practice, two

variations for the definition of such projections exist: 1) selec-

tion via browsing of the data hierarchy where frames are iden-

tified by either their filenames or their containing directories

and 2) the programmatic definition of SQL queries that convert

the restrictions to actual statements. For many instances of data

processing or analysis, data selection involves both methods

by first selecting a set of frames in the interactive browser and

then projecting that set to a subspace by additional restrictions.

Fig. 7 illustrates such a combined use on the example of the

radiometric calibration in the form of a sequence diagram.

The EAV database connection and representation layer

offers a number of methods to select data, refine subsets, and

Fig. 7. Sequence diagram illustrating data selection, loading, and prod-
uct/provenance inserts for the radiometric calibration.

group data by multiple attributes. The Table III lists some

of the main methods/classes and examples of their practical

application.

E. Data Processing

Data processing relates to the transformation of data, either

for analysis purposes or for the generation of calibration

products. Data volumes are rather big, and efficient procedures

are required to select and load data from the database and

insert possible results. In this respect, the number of database

statements must be minimized while ensuring that the memory

allocation is sufficient to hold the data to be processed.

To meet these needs, data processors use the optimized

methods offered by the EAV database connection and repre-

sentation layer to make use of tuned functions, such as the

data bulk-loading feature. Data that may be used multiple

times during a processing run are ideally cached, such as

dark-current frames applied in the dark-current correction

procedure.

A further strategy is the partitioning of larger datasets during

processing by loading only subsets into memory. This division

into data collections is, e.g., applied when processing spectral

calibration data, where a full calibration dataset may be several

gigabytes in size.

Data processors written in Java are subclasses of a data

processor class, which implements the support of provenance

generation. Provenance data are compiled during processing,

adding timestamps and input/output frames for each atomic

operation. These accumulated provenance data are inserted

into the database as one statement once the processor fin-

ished, thus minimizing the database communication overhead.

Processors written in MATLAB can use an instance of the

data processor class to handle the provenance generation in

a seamless manner (see Fig. 7).

F. Data Representation

The graphical representation to the user is key to the

efficient handling of these multidimensional data. Developing

a graphical user interface (GUI) in MATLAB while using
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TABLE III

MAIN METHODS/CLASSES FOR DATA RETRIEVAL, LOADING, AND GROUPING

Method/Class Use/Example

get_list_of_metaparameter_vals (frames,
attribute)

Return a list of values for a certain attribute for a set of frames, e.g.,
list of integration times per frame

get_eav_ids (frame, attributes) Return all eav_ids of a frame, optionally restricted to an attribute set.
Used to retrieve a complete metadata set or a metadata subset of a
frame

get_eav_ids (frames, attribute) Generic function to return all eav_ids of a set of frames for an
attribute, optionally distinct: e.g., get eav_ids holding the neutral
density filter value used in absolute calibration

get_closest_product_frames (frame, product) Returns frames that are products (level-3 and level-4) and are
closest on a time line to the supplied frame: e.g., used to identify
spectral calibrations to apply in convolution operations required for
radiometric calibration

get_frames_by_attribute (frames, attribute,
value)

Returns the frames of a set of frames that have an attribute with a
value matching the supplied one: e.g., select frames out of a subset
that have a certain neutral density filter value

frame_bulk_reading (frames) Read frames into memory using one database statement for speed
reasons. Used to build spectral cubes on the fly

AV_MatchingListCollection Class to group a set of frames by multiple attribute values: e.g., used
to group dark current frames by integration time to build a dark
current system model or grouping of absolute calibration frames by
neutral density filter as required for radiometric calibration

Java Swing components allows for the seamless integration

of the functionality offered by the EAV database connection

and representation layer with the advanced plotting tools

of MATLAB. A Java key component is the hierarchical

data browser that graphically represents the structure of the

data as stored in the database as recursive attribute–value

entries. The integration of Swing components in the MATLAB

GUI is accomplished by the JControl package [34].

Frame data within the MATLAB environment are represented

as matrices. These are populated by first loading the frames

from the database into Java where they are deserialized and

exist as UJMP instances. In a second step, data are transferred

into MATLAB matrices by using a UJMP to standard Java

double-array conversion.

V. RESULTS

This section demonstrates the capabilities of the system

by documenting the loading speed for data retrievals and

the graphical data representation on the example of the main

application user interface. A detailed description of the indi-

vidual calibration and analysis modules is beyond the scope

of this paper and will be treated in dedicated future publica-

tions. Readers interested in a practical usage example of the

APEX CAL IS are referred to the case study presented in

Section VI.

Data loading speed was tested by loading frame collections

selected in the spectral data browser and ranging between

1 and 600 items into MATLAB, using three different setups

to give indicative speeds for the most likely configurations:

1) database server and application running on the same

machine, i.e., localhost; 2) database server hosted by a

machine in the same Ethernet network as the workstation

running the application; and 3) database hosted by a server

at our APEX partner institution VITO and the application

running on a workstation at the University of Zurich, with

a network connection established using VPN tunneling. The

latter setup being the one used for shared database access for

both the operations and science teams of the APEX project.

At the time of the testing, calibration data for the years

2010–2012 was loaded into the system, consisting of 190 000

frames and 10.2 million meta-parameter entries.

Fig. 8 shows the resulting loading speeds for the three

setups: the total loading time refers to the time needed to

load frames from the database into MATLAB (top left); the

Java loading time is equivalent to the time spent in the EAV

database connection and representation layer to load the frame

data from the database into the memory of the workstation (top

right); the total loading time per frame is the amount of time

required to load one frame into MATLAB under the scenario

of different collection sizes (bottom left); and the Java loading

time per frame is the time spent within Java per frame for the

different collection sizes (bottom right).

The results show clearly that the loading speed is a function

of the number frames and largely governed by the time spent in

the EAV database connection and representation layer, loading

the frame data from the database into Java allocated memory.

The loading times are also governed by the type of database

connection, with the localhost being fastest as it uses a Unix

socket file, while the most overhead and delays occur for the

tunneled connection to a server in a different physical network.

The loading times per frame are a function of both the

number of frames and the database server hosting location.

Data loading involves a certain overhead such as the send-

ing of statements and the compilation of meta-data on the

frame sizes. Hence smaller frame collections show a notable

overhead per frame, which gets minimized as collection sizes

increase.

Actual speeds of the system can vary, as they are influ-

enced by the database server configurations such as the

memory allocated for the caching of query results, the overall

network traffic, the number of other processes running on the

application workstation, the amount of RAM available, and
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Fig. 8. Total and per-frame loading times from the database into Java and MATLAB.

Fig. 9. Frame data volumes when loading frames into Java and MATLAB.

the fragmentation of the current free memory, which impacts

the speed of memory allocation within MATLAB. Hence, the

shown loading speeds hold true only when enough RAM to

hold the whole virtual cube is available, and the performance

will drop significantly when the operating system is forced to

use virtual memory.

The data sizes involved in the loading speed test are shown

in Fig. 9, illustrating the increase in data volume as frames

represented by 16-bit integer matrices in Java are moved into

MATLAB matrices of 64-bit floating point data type. Frame

collection sizes bigger than 150 frames are very rare under

usual system usage, with the most common number of frames

being loaded ranging between 1 and 50, i.e., the loading speed

remains in an agreeable range for the users.

Fig. 10 shows the main interface to APEX CAL IS written

in MATLAB. The spectral data browser Java component is

featured on the left of the window, showing the data held

by the database organized by campaigns, and the directory

structure below each campaign reflecting the original storage

on disk. Selected data are visualized in the four displays

to the right of the data browser, showing a frame view

with 1000 pixels across track and spectral pixels depending

on the binning pattern (top left), a spectral profile of the

selected spatial position (top right), an across-track profile

for the selected spectral position (bottom left), and an along-

track profile for the selected across-track and spectral position

(bottom right). Positions within this virtual cube are selected

with three Java-based scrollbars placed at the edges of the

frame display and along-track display, respectively. Java radio

controls (bottom left) allow focusing the display on VNIR,

SWIR, or both detectors. Two smaller data displays (middle

right) show the number of saturated pixels per frame of the

virtual cube split into SWIR and VNIR detectors, based on

saturation data compiled during initial data loading. All further

functions of the APEX CAL IS, such as calibration and

analysis functions, are accessed via menu entries provided by

the main window.

The virtual cube shown in Fig. 10 comprises 150 level-1

radiometric calibration frames acquired with five different

radiance settings on a small integrating sphere illuminating the

center of the FOV. The intensity steps can be easily discerned

in the along-track profile (bottom right plot). The two last

intensities exhibit saturation in both detectors as a result of
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Fig. 10. MATLAB APEX CAL IS main interface.

too high an integration time for these radiance levels. These

saturations are indicated in the GUI by the red bars in the two

smaller displays (middle right).

VI. CASE STUDY

This section exemplifies the practical application of the

APEX CAL IS by alluding to the spectral system calibra-

tion, which is rather data-intensive as well as particularly

interesting from an algorithmic point of view. Goal of the

spectral calibration is the definition of center wavelength

and full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) parameters for all

spatiospectral pixels of the system’s detectors. The spectral

calibration module must primarily deal with three problems:

1) processing of level-1 frames, amounting to 5.8 and 5.3 GB

of standard spectral calibration data for VNIR and SWIR

sensors, respectively; 2) extracting spectral response functions

(SRFs) from these data at the sampled points and providing

values for all pixels by suitable inter/extrapolation algorithms;

and 3) enabling the user to interactively inspect each stage

of the calibration layer generation. The spectral calibration is

implemented generically and operates automated and indepen-

dent of the selected spatiospectral sampling pattern, spectral

binning pattern, and chosen monochromator sampling step size

by relying on the detailed meta-data, minutely describing the

acquisition and calibration instrument settings.

The overall processing time is largely governed by the

loading of the data into the main memory of the client

machine, and the generation of spectral calibration layers

requires around a quarter of an hour per detector, which is

acceptable as operationally performed only once or twice a

year. Data loading is partitioned based on the sampling pattern

and thus only a subset of the calibration data is loaded into

memory at a time. Once extracted, the actually required data

vectors and associated meta-data may be saved in intermediate

files, typically taking a mere 300–500 kB of memory per

detector.

Fig. 11 presents the GUI of the spectral calibration mod-

ule. The displays show the following interactive information,

essentially representing the extracted data for the VNIR detec-

tor (from left to right and top to bottom): (a) DN response

of a selected illuminated pixel plotted versus the changing

monochromator wavelength; (b) Gaussian curve fitted to the

data points, used for the determination of center wavelength

and FWHM; (c) spatiospectral sampling pattern with cur-

rently visualized sampling point indicated by red crosshairs;

(d) center wavelength across-track profiles, i.e., equivalent to

the spectral misregistration, for the measured spatial pixels

at the currently selected spectral position; (e) extracted center

wavelengths for selected spatial position; (f) first- and second-

order statistics of center wavelength across-track profiles;

(g) inter/extrapolating curve fitted to center wavelengths for

the selected spatial position; and (h)–(k) similar data as in

(d)–(g) but for the FWHM parameter.

Center wavelength and FWHM values are approximated for

the whole detector by applying a spatial interpolation to the

data points already interpolated in spectral dimension. These

final layers are compiled into spectral calibration cubes per

detector and stored in the database as calibration products,

annotated with meta-data describing the parameterization

of the calibration module as well as time and date of data
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Fig. 11. Interface of the APEX CAL IS spectral calibration module, showing VNIR data.

acquisition and layer generation. At this point, it is readily

available to the CAL IS to parameterize operations, such

as spectral convolution, required during the radiometric

calibration of the system.

VII. DISCUSSION

In the following, we will discuss the selected architectures,

namely the database schema and the interface software orga-

nized as layers using two programming languages, as these

initial choices during system design have an impact on the

scalability, flexibility, and speed of the final system, as well

as on the implementation effort.

The choice of a flexible data schema, mainly based on the

EAV paradigm, over a traditional database schema is a critical

one, as it allows a very flexible approach to the handling of

meta-data but, on the other hand, database performance may

drop considerably as data sizes increase, the latter being one

of the main criticisms of the EAV scheme. The flexibility

of the system regarding frame-related meta-data could be

proven, but careful analysis was needed when considering

the modeling of the provenance. Including the provenance

information into the EAV concept was initially considered,

but the graph structure with processor and specific processing

information would not easily fit into the EAV without a

massive overhead of logic implemented in the data repre-

sentation layer. Hence it was decided to add provenance as

traditional relational structure, keeping the EAV representation

as simple as possible. Data retrieval speed is a matter of

the origin of data selection queries. Meta-data are queried

extremely fast when starting from the primary datasets (entity-

centric operation), while selecting frames based on their meta-

data (attribute-centric operation) is more time consuming; this

effect is in fact a well known property of EAV databases [31].

For the attribute-centric operation, a careful consideration of

the SQL statements is required. Rewriting of queries during

implementation to optimize them for the EAV case proved to

be essential, sometimes improving the speed by a factor of 10

or more. It was also found that overly complex queries were

better split into several consecutive queries, with intermediate

results being cached in the EAV database connection and

representation layer. An additional concept that proved useful

in improving the speed while keeping database statements

simple was the sorting or filtering by attributes or attribute

values within the application code. The forming of queries as

well as the post-query sorting/filtering in the application was

implemented as generic as possible within the EAV database

connection and representation layer, thus easing and abstract-

ing the data access for the application layer. This strategy

resulted in a massive implementation effort in the beginning

of the project to code the generic database interface but

made consecutive development of calibration specific modules

within the application layer extremely efficient.

In hindsight, choosing the EAV paradigm over a tradi-

tional relational data model appears to have been the right

choice. Data query speeds are time efficient and permit a

fluent interaction between user and system, with a scenario

dependant 19%–27% of the expected overall data volume

already being loaded into the database. This performance is not

expected to drop significantly and is in all cases not required

to be near real time. Key to the system’s performance during

attribute-centric queries is the index definition on the values

table with indices for eav_id, attribute_id, unit_id, as well as

for the actual values. Besides that, most system queries are

entity-centric operations with queries being applied to a frame

subset and hence not prone to performance deficiencies. The

main caveat is the implementation of efficient queries, which

may require several iterations, especially while data sizes are
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still to increase by several magnitudes. A major advantage of

the EAV design proved to be the dynamic generation of new

attributes, particularly during the evolution of data processing

modules by effortlessly adding new parameters describing the

chosen algorithmic configuration. Ultimately, the EAV design

allows faster evolutionary development of data processing

modules while providing thoroughly acceptable data access

speeds for the involved data sizes, provided that queries are

optimized for the EAV storage characteristics.

The combination of the programming languages Java and

MATLAB proved to be a viable concept. Implementing the

EAV database connection and representation layer in Java

allowed the reuse of existing classes from the SPECCHIO

spectral database project and in turn the addition of the new

generic EAV capabilities to it with little overhead involved.

The integration of Java within MATLAB was relatively flaw-

less, given the good support of Java by MATLAB and the

combination of Java and MATLAB GUI elements with the help

of the JControl package in particular, as the latter allowed

the development of much more flexible user interfaces than

pure MATLAB would have offered. The overhead involved

in the loading of frame data represented by serialized Java

class instances stored in the database to in-memory instances

via database queries and deserialization and the subsequent

transfer of data as matrices into MATLAB turned out to be no

hindrance as indicated by the loading time results presented,

essentially not compromising the required interactive data

exploration for databases hosted within the same physical

network. Only the loading speed of data from databases via

VPN connections may be prohibitive of interactive explo-

ration, mainly caused by the massive amount of data that need

transferring for larger frame collections. For these instances,

running the application remotely on the server may be the

preferred option.

The frame data representation in MATLAB was chosen as the

default 64-bit floating point to avoid any conversions during

subsequent floating point computations, but a different Java

to MATLAB casting, e.g., to 16-bit integer for level-0 and

level-1, could be easily added if an increase in the number

of frames in memory would be critical. However, all analysis

and calibration algorithms written to date have not met such

limitations as data subsetting is applied when frame collections

grow too big.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The APEX CAL IS is an effective system for the generic

storage of imaging spectrometer calibration frame data and

associated meta-data including provenance information. It

provides a system layer for the database connection and data

representation, allowing efficient data access for higher level

application programs, such as various calibration and analysis

tools whose description is beyond the scope of this paper. The

main system components are a MySQL database with an EAV

paradigm enabled schema, a system layer implemented in Java,

and interactive interfaces written in MATLAB but using Java-

based graphical and system layer components. The design was

proven to cope very well with the expected amount of data,

and its introduction into the APEX data processing environ-

ment resulted in a boost of sensor understanding, calibration

to product cycle time, quality control, and repeatability of

calibration coefficient estimation.

The rather generic nature of the system suggests that an

adaptation to other pushbroom-based systems would be of lit-

tle effort, requiring only the implementation of appropriate file

reading routines for the data insert and the writing of higher

level routines for the specific calibration routines required by

the target system.
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